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“I Want To Be a Soccer Player
or a Mathematician”
Fifth-Grade Black Boys’ Aspirations
at a “Neoliberal” Single-Sex School
Joseph Derrick Nelson

Introduction: A Neoliberal Intervention: Single-Sex
Schools for Boys of Color
For over a decade, amid widespread neoliberal education reform in the US,
single-sex schools for boys of color have increased in popularity among
urban school districts. The growing interest in this school model is generally
due to its ability, as perceived by school professionals and policy makers,
to ameliorate challenges associated with the socio-emotional development
and school success of Black and Latino boys, particularly boys living in
urban neighborhoods with concentrated poverty. Rooted in the social and
material conditions of urban environments in the US, these single-sex learn
ing contexts are more specifically a response to a set of adverse social and
academic outcomes associated with boys and men of color (e.g., homicide
and incarceration rates, and high school and college retention: National
Urban League 2007; Schott Foundation for Public Education 2010). In this
chapter I argue that these challenges and outcomes contributed to the onset
of a neoliberal education agenda in the US.
Neoliberalism, according to Jones and Ward (2002) and Lipman (2011),
is the enactment of social and economic policies, approaches to governance,
and ideological discourses that endorse individualism and/or self-interest,
capital accumulation, steep reduction of labor costs, and disinterest in the
public good. A neoliberal education agenda in turn aligns educational poli
cies with these stated principles and goals. In a democratic society, however,
where collective interests are privileged (Lipman 2011; Sadvonik, Cookson, and Semel 2014), social progress is considered to be achieved through
regular tensions or debates related to divergent perspectives. A prominent
tension among neoliberal education policies, for example, is the extent to
which US schools should prioritize preparing students for the labor mar
ket, or whether these learning institutions should generally emphasize pro
ductive citizenship in a democracy. Regardless, this debilitating dynamic
at times has propelled a neoliberal focus on “human capital development”
(Berliner and Biddle 1997), whereby education is deemed a private investment that citizens make to ensure competitiveness in employment prospects.
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and societies facilitate these personal acts through the enactment of social
and educational policy. The goal here is to ensure and maintain a robust
capitalist economy. Threats to such economic success in the US are closely
monitored and readily mitigated by government officials.
The threat of high social costs tied to urban poverty, specifically for Black
and Latino males, has in fact compelled private foundations, community
organizations, and school professionals in the US to demand that federal
efforts be made to address their distressing school and life outcomes. Fergus,
Noguera, and Martin (2014) argue that two neoliberal education policies at
the federal level have greatly influenced the expansion of single-sex schools
for boys of color. First, in 2002 specific amendments to Title IX (i.e., the
No Child Left Behind Act) were enacted, which explicitly permitted the
establishment of single-sex learning contexts (e.g., schools, classrooms, and
programs). The second policy, in 2001, was the reauthorization of the Ele
mentary and Secondary Education Act, which introduced a new academic
performance measure entitled Adequate Yearly Progress. This measure, in
part, called for public records to document academic performance among
distinct subgroups of students (e.g., economically and racially marginalized,
students with special needs, and by sex). Together, the data reports associ
ated with these policy changes revealed the high frequency at which boys
of color experience academic failure and struggle socially and emotionally
in school.
It was in 2003, in light of these neoliberal education policies and their
perceived benefits by various stakeholders for low-income Black and Latino
boys, that urban school districts throughout the US (e.g., Chicago, New
York, Philadelphia) began to embrace single-sex schools for boys of color.
District and school leaders, along with community-based organizations,
generally considered the school model a promising intervention to address
school failure among their Black and Latino male students. Traditional
public schools, where academic failure was perceived to be rampant, were
viewed as less able to meet the particular social-emotional and academic
needs of this subgroup of students. While single-sex education has a long
history in the US, the majority of recently established single-sex schools of
all types (e.g., charter and public) have been tailored for students “at-risk,”
or in the bottom quartile of academic performers.
A seminal longitudinal study of single-sex schools for boys of color in the
US (Fergus et al. 2014) noted that the expressed mission of these institutions
was to enhance the educational opportunities for Black and Latino boys,
with direct implications for their school performance and life chances. Fer
gus et al. (2014) also provided a framework for cultivating protective learn
ing environments for Black and Latino boys, where a central tenet not only
requires that school policy and practice be informed by empirical research
related to how negative race and gender stereotypes shape boys’ identities,
but also strives to challenge these stereotypes by fostering positive identities
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among the boys. At the root of this tenet lies a belief in supporting boys’
understandings of “who they are” or “what they believe” is possible in their
lives, and oftentimes these particular single-sex schools act on this belief
through exploring boys’ school and life aspirations.
This chapter therefore examines the aspirations of low-income fifth-grade
Black boys at a single-sex middle school for boys of color in New York
City—one of the grade levels at which Black boys in the US tend to make
personal decisions related to their long-term school engagement (Kunjufu
1986; Davis and Jordan 1994). Many Black boys during childhood, for
example, eventually succumb to the rigid stereotypes of Black males in the
US (i.e., hyper-aggression, anti-intellectualism, and hyper-sexuality: Cose
2000; Majors and Billson 2003) that restrict their academic identities, aspi
rations, and overall worldview.

Childhood in the Fifth Grade
During fifth grade in the US, students are typically 10 years old. This
stage of child development presents an ideal opportunity to garner com
plex insights on boys’ aspirations. According to Wood (2007), children at
this age have come to relax into childhood, evidenced by a greater comfort
in their relationships with peers, relatives, and school professionals. This
social ease is also apparent through the cognitive choices this age group
makes in school—for instance, how readily these students share what they
learn with peers and adults in their lives. Ten-year-olds furthermore exhibit
a general acceptance of “self,” which is marked by how they demonstrate
their abstract cognition through language expression (i.e., talkativeness),
as well as pride and integrity in their submitted schoolwork. Fifth graders
are generally content (i.e., not easily flustered), remarkably truthful, logi
cal problem solvers, and tend to be able to focus well and concentrate for
extended periods of time. Exploring these young minds, I also culled lowincome Black boys’ descriptions and perceptions of their single-sex school
environment. Altogether, the goal of this chapter is to: (1) showcase boys’
school and life aspirations from their own perspectives; and (2) explicate
how the neoliberal education agenda influences boys’ aspirations within a
single-sex middle school for boys of color.
In the US, given how the social and academic outcomes of Black males—in
tandem with Latino males—partly provided the impetus for neoliberal poli
cies in general, and neoliberal single-sex education specifically, this chap
ter begins with a description of the school and life outcomes of Black males.
To situate these Black male outcomes within a macro sociopolitical context,
the chapter proceeds with depicting the neoliberal education agenda related
to childhood education, with a particular focus on low-income boys of color.
Data analyzed for this chapter is derived from a three-year ethnography of
a single-sex school for primarily Black and Latino boys, where I thoroughly
explore how its distinct school culture is translated into policies, practices.
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and traditions with the boys, and mediated by their peer and school adult
relationships. The task is to understand how the single-sex learning con
text informs Black boys’ identities during childhood and early adolescence
(i.e., fourth-eighth grade; aged nine to 14 years). Core findings and themes
for this chapter are gleaned from twenty 45-60 minute interviews with the
cohort of fifth-grade Black boys—key participants in the larger school eth
nography. The chapter concludes with iscussion of how this distinct single
sex middle school is shaped by and resists neoliberal education reform, yet
fosters boys’ positive school and life aspirations and identities.

Background: Black Male Social and Academic
Outcomes in the US
In 2007, the National Urban League published The State of Black America:
Portrait of the Black Male. Framed by expansive statistics on Black male
outcomes across multiple domains, this report is a collection of essays from
leading professionals in various fields, where the authors (including Presi
dent Obama and White House official David Johns) examine key social
issues such as incarceration, educational attainment, foster care, unemploy
ment, and affirmative action from a solutions-driven stance.
The social statistics on Black males provided in the introduction of the
report are bleak. Tied to racism, stereotypes, and urban poverty. Black
males are high on the list of most indicators associated with the risk of fail
ure in and out of school. Out of school. Black males lead the US in both the
categories of victim and assailant in homicide cases (Schott Foundation for
Public Education 2010). Related to this statistic. Black boys and men are
the only US demographic with a decreasing life expectancy, which begins in
their infancy where Black boys hold the highest probability of death in the
first year of life. In the public health domain. Black males are contracting
HFV/AIDS at rates that exceed all other segments of the US population. In
the world of work. Black males are the least likely to be hired or employed,
and the most likely to have their employment terminated.
Black male out-of-school outcomes are interrelated with Black male in
school outcomes. Much like out-of-school outcomes, the academic perfor
mance of Black boys is associated with racial discrimination and economic
hardships. Black males, despite class privilege, lag considerably behind
White peers in grade point average and standardized test scores (National
Center for Educational Statistics 2008-2010). They are under-enrolled in
advanced placement and honors courses (Oakes 1985), and they have the
highest rate of suspension and expulsion among US students (Nolan 2011;
Harper & Associates 2014). Black males are more likely to be designated
learning disabled, placed in special education programs, and to drop out
of high school (Skiba et al. 2008; NCES 2008-2010). The combination of
these disparaging social and academic outcomes, nevertheless, has made
Black males particularly vulnerable to adverse life outcomes (Noguera 2003;
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Mincy 2006). I argue that such vulnerability is fundamentally addressed
through cultivating boys’ positive life aspirations and sense of self, and I fur
thermore contend that education professionals within single-sex schools for
boys of color associate fostering Black boys’ aspirations with supporting
their ability to be resilient, and to transcend the social barriers of racism,
negative stereotypes, and poverty. In the next section, the neoliberal educa
tion agenda—which in part constitutes a response to these Black male out
comes—is laid out, with particular attention to US education during early
and middle childhood.

Literature Review: The Neoliberal Education Agenda
in the US—A Childhood Perspective
According to Lipman (2011), the neoliberal education agenda in the US
was spurred by the Reagan administration in the 1980s, which, for the first
time in US history, commissioned a full-scale evaluation of publicly funded
schools and other educational programs and learning-based services. The
final report, entitled A Nation at Risk (US National Commission on Excel
lence in Education 1983), identified a lack of knowledge and underdevel
oped skills among US students as early as childhood, particularly students
enrolled in urban school districts. This trend precipitated concern among
government officials, who were especially concerned with the economic
competitiveness of the US in the global marketplace. The alarm associated
with A Nation at Risk shifted government attention to what Berliner and
Biddle (1997) call “human capital development,” and launched almost two
decades of restructuring urban public education with a neoliberal agenda.
These neoliberal reforms (e.g.. No Child Left Behind Act 2002; Elementary
and Secondary Education Act 2001) were mainly “top-down” accountabil
ity measures rooted in stiff consequences for non-compliance or lacklus
ter academic results, largely measured by standardized test scores (NCES
2008-2010). Education policy makers (i.e., corporate business leaders), put
at the helm of these reform efforts by the government, often legitimized
their neoliberal approach by referencing the underperformance of students,
the lack of sufficient accountability for teachers, and recalcitrant school dis
tricts. These districts considered the reforms too rigid and high stakes, and
doubted their ability to improve student performance.
Lipman (2011) moreover asserts that there are essentially two dominant
forces shaping the US neoliberal education agenda. First, there is the gov
ernment desire for global leadership in the economic market, which marketbased accountability efforts in education (e.g., rwerit pay tied to student test
scores for teachers) are meant to address. Second, there is the role that edu
cation has historically played in the race- and class-based stratification of
American society, and the expressed need among US citizens across multiple
demographic factions to disrupt, as well as address, the biased practices of
this social institution.
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These forces have distorted the US government’s ability to identify the
core sources of the so-called “problems” with urban public education. While
the No Child Left Behind Act (2002) indeed required US school districts to
report achievement disparities by select social categories (e.g., race/ethnic
ity, special education designation, gender)—which made these achievement
gaps more transparent—and this newfound clarity, in conjunction with
strict accountability measures*in US schools, obscured the structural (i.e.,
racist school policies) and ideological roots of disparities among urban pub
lic schools. For instance, such structural and idea-based practices in edu
cation included: inadequate distribution of social and economic resources,
racially and ethnically biased curricula, “criminalization” through school
discipline policy, and the absence of neighborhood community engagement.
More importantly, however, there was flagrant inattention to social poli
cy’s contribution to poverty and racial marginalization in the US, whereby
neighborhoods with majority residents of color suffered from long-term
disinvestment (Anyon 1980; King 2005). These problems, Lipman (2011)
argues, highlight the need for a new vision of US society and its social gov
ernance, where “new possibilities for a democratic, inclusive, equitable, and
just public education” (2011, 47) can emerge.
It is clear now, in light of the recent past, that the logic of neoliberal
ism and global economic competition have altered urban public education
in the US. Neoliberal governance, or general oversight of US education,
has propelled recent trends such as city mayors taking over school districts,
and chief executive officers of Fortune 500 companies and philanthropic
organizations driving school district policy. In schools specifically, neolib
eralism has sparked additional means of racial and economic marginaliza
tion for students of color from lower socio-economic backgrounds, such
as previously noted “zero-tolerance” school discipline policies and diver
sity-focused schools much like single-sex schools for boys of color. Large
urban school districts (i.e.. New York, Chicago, Houston) have been, in
essence, the laboratories for such neoliberal efforts, where the disinvestment
and achievement disparities have legitimized the paradigm shift toward
neoliberalism—particularly in how urban schools are governed, and thus
the introduction of innovative or unprecedented district and school-level
interventions to ameliorate these distressing academic trends.

Method: Exploring Identity at a Single-Sex Middle School in
New York City
In this chapter, I strive to extend the seminal scholarship of Fergus et al.
(2014) on primarily single-sex high schools for boys of color, as well as add
to the dearth of empirical knowledge related to Black boys’ schooling during
childhood. In doing so. Black boys’ perceptions of their single-sex education
and their life aspirations were drawn from 45-60 minute interviews with 20
fifth-grade Black boys at a single-sex middle school (fourth-eighth grade)
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for Black and Latino boys in New York City. These in-depth interviews
were gleaned from a three-year (2013-16) critical ethnography (Thomas
1993; Madison 2011) of the school site, which is an independent (private)
school for academically talented boys of color from lower socio-economic
backgrounds.
The school is currently in its thirteenth year, and core facets of its mis
sion center on helping boys recognize their many talents, and establishing
a learning community deeply committed to cultivating their aspirations, or
“what they believe” is possible in their lives. The impetus for opening this
particular single-sex school, similar to other single-sex schools for boys of
color in the US, was the adverse social and academic outcomes of Black
males, as well as to challenge the media portrayals of Black males rooted in
negative race and gender stereotypes. A prominent ethos of “brotherhood”
permeates this single-sex learning context, whereby school professionals
strive to instill in boys a “care for others” disposition, alongside the inher
ent value in “who they are” and what they can contribute or “give back” to
their communities and the world.
During the 2014-15 school year, 122 boys were enrolled, with 20-36
students per grade (i.e., roughly two classes per grade). The admissions pro
cess entailed an entrance exam, boys’ participation in a simulated school
day, and a parent survey and interview. Boys of color were recruited from
neighborhoods with concentrated poverty throughout the five boroughs
of New York City: the South Bronx (64 per cent), Harlem (17 per cent),
Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn (10 per cent), and Jamaica, Queens (9 per
cent). The school employs a needs-blind admissions policy, such that no
family can be declined admission due to their inability to pay the school
tuition (>$14,000 per school year); however, the majority of boys were
awarded full tuition assistance. The racial and ethnic composition of the
school was mostly Black (90 per cent) and Latino (5 per cent) boys from
first-generation immigrant families (30 per cent).
The fifth-grade cohort had 20 Black boys enrolled; 11 were 10-year-olds
and nine were 11-year-olds, with ancestry in various ethnic categories: Afri
can American (n = 10), Afro-Caribbean (n = 7), and African immigrant
(n = 3). Twelve of the boys had attended the school site since fourth grade,
and eight enrolled in the fifth grade. In addition to living in neighborhoods
with concentrated poverty, the majority of the boys (n = 18) lived in single
parent households led by a mother, with at least one sibling. While all of
the boys were considered “bright,” there was still variation by achievement
level specific to a high-performing school context: (1) seven boys were high
performers (A average); (2) six boys were average performers (A- average);
and (3) seven boys were low performers (B+ average). The overall goal was
to provide boys with a mission-centered, rigorous, and comprehensive lib
eral arts education, in order to prepare boys to be competitive applicants for
selective independent day and boarding school in the US, along with special
ized high schools in New York City.
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Findings: Black Boys’ Aspirations during Childhood
In their recent article entitled “(Re)Imagining Black Boyhood: Toward a
Critical Framework for Educational Research,” Dumas and Nelson (2016)
argue that Black boyhood is socially unimagined and unimaginable. The
public discourse and empirical research on Black male outcomes, as previ
ously mentioned in this chapter, have focused primarily on adolescent or
adult Black males, which, in their view, obscures US society from seeing
the humanity or potential of younger Black boys. Dumas and Nelson fur
ther assert that a “critical reimagining of Black boyhood . . . demands that
educators, policymakers, and community advocates pursue pedagogical and
policy interventions that create spaces for Black boys to construct and expe
rience robust childhoods” (2016, 27). These efforts constitute a recommit
ment to empirical research on and with Black boys that asks them “who
they are, what they think, and what they desire in their lives” (27). Informed
by these critical questions, this section highlights the aspirations of Black
boys during childhood. The fundamental goal is to contribute to a counter
narrative that challenges disparaging discourse associated with Black boys
(and men) in the US.
During the interviews with fifth graders at this single-sex school,
I asked boys several questions related to their aspirations. The majority
were gleaned from questions that boys across the US were asked through
research studies conducted by social scientists and activists affiliated with
the Project for the Advancement of Our Common Humanity (PACH) at
New York University. This “think” and “do” tank aims to merge scien
tific research with effective professional practice (e.g., schools, communitybased organizations, advocacy groups) in order to uproot racism, sexism,
homophobia, and other forms of oppression that stifle what PACH consid
ers our “common humanity” as human beings in a global world, where
core human desires (e.g., relationships, love, empathy) and life aspirations
can be fully realized.
Boys, for example, were asked: what do you want the most out of life?
What is the best thing that has ever happened to you? What do you fear the
most in life? More concretely, boys were also asked: what do you want to
be when you grow up? What are your goals in life? What do you think will
help you reach those goals? And, what do you think might make it difficult
for you to reach those goals?
In-depth analysis of boys’ responses to these aspirational questions
unearthed four distinct categories ordered by salience: (1) “ways of being”
or “qualities to possess”; (2) profession or career; (3) desired experiences
in life; and (4) high school or university of choice. Each category will relay
the aspirations mentioned, and make explicit connections to either Black
boys’ identities or childhood. During their interview, at least once, several
of the boys expressed what Roderick ' said: “I’m not sure ... I want to be
a regular guy . . . I’m just going to let it happen. I’m not really sure what
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I want to be when I grow up.” Such statements, however, simply served to
preface declarations of what they wanted the most out of life, or what they
wanted to be when they grew up, as well as constituted a nervous utterance
made when they needed more time to think about what they wanted to be
or do. Also, across all 20 boys, their responses were varied, but still typical
descriptors to be expected from Black boys, especially when the influence of
poverty and negative race and gender stereotypes are considered.
Ways of Being and Qualities to Possess

The single-sex school that the boys were attending clearly sought to help
them expand their aspirations beyond stereotypes. Boys contended with
both these inside- and outside-school forces; for example, Benjamin said:
I want to be laidback, intellectually curious, and adventurous.” Being laidback was tied to not taking schoolwork too seriously, or being what he
considered a nerd always have your nose in a book.” Benjamin was argu
ably negotiating his “laidback” aspirations with a “cool pose” (Cose 2000)
associated with Black masculinity, and in relation to the anti-intellectual
stereotype of Black males, but then challenged this persona and stereotype
by explicitly stating that he aspired to be “intellectually curious.” Yet, he
ended stereotypically with “adventurous,” which was more concerned with
being what Tyler called “brave—a strong person that is not afraid to try
new things,” and especially not afraid of new physical challenges linked to
athletics. Tyler said, “I want to be pushed to my limits, to be the best athlete
I can be.”
The boys also largely mentioned what educational researchers and pub
lic intellectuals consider character-based qualities (Tough 2014; Brooks
2015; Duckworth 2016). Nathan said, for example, “to be a good per
son .. . care for people, to not be a bragger.” To do “good” and “care”
was mainly about not causing harm to yourself and others, and defying
“hyper-aggressive” stereotypes of Black males by demonstrating concern
and support for others through your actions, such as not being boastful. In
order to combat “aggressive” stereotypes as well, Travis also wanted to be
a good person . . . And help himself and others be perseverant and go the
distance in life, and not be selfish.” Travis said that he wanted to be a person
that doesn’t get into many arguments . . . ignores stereotypes by setting
[his] foot down—not letting stereotypes change me.” Refuting Black male
stereotypes further, Shaun said, “I want to be a great person, recognized
for something special, ‘shine bright’—he different from other people, be
myself... People should know me for who I realty am.” Michael’s response
encapsulated Nathan’s, Travis’s, and Shaun’s remarks by stating that Black
boys at this single-sex school wanted to become:
Civilized, hard-working [men] . . . Not a perfect person, but a person
that does make mistakes [e.g., get into arguments], but they learn from
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their mistakes ... To become a man with manners—A man that is very
nice and smart, and inspires people to do good in their lives.
With childhood specifically in mind, and building on these descriptors
related to being “civilized” and having manners, Aaron said that he wanted
to have a “nice personality,” which he associated with being able to talk
easily to his peers and school a"ciults. He furthermore characterized “nice” as
submitting his homework on time to teachers, and not causing them undue
stress. His response was indeed rooted in childhood or being a fifth grader,
whereby their greater confidence in “self” is mostly exercised through lan
guage expression, such as talkativeness and the integrity and due diligence
behind the completion of schoolwork.
Also related to childhood, boys shared that they aspired to be smart and
solve problems, and thus put their newfound logical problem-solving skills
to use, which has come to be expected of a fifth grader. Trevor said, for
example, “I want to be smart—Have a colossal brain that can tackle any
problem I encounter in life,” which he specifically considered being able to
understand complicated topics in his classes, as well as being able to explain
what he learned to other people (e.g., younger siblings or parents). Similarly
but more concretely, Eddie said, “I mostly want to be smart and study a
lot—to understand difficult topics like chemistry and geography, and be
good with technology.” Altogether, the boys’ responses in this section cen
tered on human qualities that reflect an overall “being,” and represented
a collective effort on the part of boys to, according to Tyler, “change how
other people think about us [Black boys].”

Profession or Career
Boys were forthright with sharing their professional or career goals. Ques
tions along these lines elicited a physical response laden with excitement—be
it a widening of their eyes, a wiggle of their body, or a sharp inhale. The boys’
quick and confident responses reflected how their single-sex school sought to
cultivate Black boys’ identities, and taught them to anticipate these kinds of
questions. During one interview, a boy even raised his hand as if he was in
class, attempting to respond to a question raised by a teacher. Professions and
careers mentioned by the boys were diverse and plentiful, and the most prom
inent and/or distinct included: soccer player, mathematician, pediatric anes
thesiologist, mechanical engineer, graphic artist, scriptwriter, baseball player,
stockbroker, “own several businesses” (Nathan), a bench scientist, geogra
pher, “NBA basketball player” (Aaron), “NFL player” (Travis), video gamer,
policeman, astronaut, doctor, comedian, and “technology specialist” (Eddie).
When boys expressed interest in being, for example, a “soccer player”
or “NBA basketball player,” they typically did so while offering the name
of a current player whom they would like to emulate (e.g., David Beckham
and LeBron James). Similarly, when the boys stated that they wanted to
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be a “mechanical engineer” or “pediatric anesthesiologist,” their responses
were usually followed by why they wanted to pursue this professional role.
Oftentimes, the desire was related to a personal hardship experienced in
their families. Eddie, for instance, wanted to be a mechanical engineer in
order to design and build a better wheelchair for his grandmother. She had
difficulty walking by herself, and Eddie did not like that her wheelchair
breaks down a lot.” And Trevor wanted to be a pediatric anesthesiologist
because his little brother passed away during surgery, and his family specu
lates that the death was caused by complications with anesthesia.
How these professional and career-based aspirations relate to childhood
or fifth grade is three-fold. Eirst, the boys tended to share more than just
one professional interest or career choice. There were usually two to four
mentioned, and they were presented in a hierarchy. The sheer number itself
can be attributed to their growing confidence in “self” and comfort with
talking to adults and peers in their lives, and reinforced by the school’s effort
to deliberately scaffold boys’ exploration of these long-term goals. Benjamin
provided a clear example of how the boys shared these goals in a distinct
hierarchy. He said, “I want to be a soccer player first. If that doesn’t work
out, I would like to be a mathematician.”
Second, as boys communicated these two to four aspirations, they did
so in uncommon pairs; for example, soccer player or mathematician, and
stockbroker or comedian. These atypical pairings, such that the professional
roles required disparate skill sets, reflected more advanced abstract cogni
tion among the boys, but as these thought processes also interfaced with
the physical toughness and/or hyper-aggression stereotypes of Black males.
The boys arguably have been introduced to a wider range of professional
roles through their distinct single-sex schooling, but these efforts are still
insufficient to fully transcend the influence of these stereotypes at this devel
opmental stage.
Third, these fifth-grade boys used their burgeoning problem-solving skills
to orchestrate a plan to meet their professional and career goals. Each boy,
in this instance, tended to freely share his step-by-step plan to achieve his
goals; for instance, Nathan bluntly stated, “I need to go to a good high
school, and then a good college, and then I go to medical school to be a
doctor.” Money for college was named as a common obstacle that might
prevent them from reaching their professional or career goals, or also, as
Roderick said, “I don’t think I can leave my family behind.”

Desired Experiences in Life

^

Here, too, boys conveyed a notable level of excitement when articulating
the experiences they desired in life, but this enthusiasm was tempered at
times by a genuine somber longing for the outcomes. The boys’ deep desire
for the experience caused their excitement to wane at various points during
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the narratives that expressed their desires. For example, when asked what
he wanted the most out of life, Nathan blurted out, “To have a family!” He
ended his response, however, with a more subdued tone by stating, “My
family would mean everything to me.” Nathan’s response also illuminated
how boys’ desires in life predominantly fell into abstract and concrete cat
egories. For instance, abstract desires primarily included: “represent my
mother’s home country in a gt)od way,” “make people satisfied,” “do what
others can’t,” and “change how people think.”
Benjamin, an African immigrant boy whose mother was born in Guinea
Bissau, sought to represent his home country positively by being success
ful in school and life. Travis said, “make people satisfied,” which was
related to helping individuals in the world love themselves and recognize
their personal talents. Similar to Travis, Roderick stated he wanted to
“do what others can’t,” and he wanted to know what it felt like to have
a special talent, and to use it to make US society a more equitable place.
“To change how people think,” was Tyler’s statement just prior to his
previously mentioned response, “change how other people think about us
[Black boys].”
The more concrete life experiences were related to academic pursuits, but
also tied to family matters at home. Speaking about his education, Trevor
said, “I want to know what it’s like to graduate from high school, and grad
uate from college too .. . And get good grades.” Eddie stated, in relation to
his home life, “I want to visit relatives in South Carolina. My two cousins
moved there with my aunt, and I don’t get to see him as much anymore.”
Other concrete experiences associated with school and home included:
“straight A’s on my report card” (Shaun), “write a book” (Aaron), “get
married and have five kids” (Nathan), and “find a good paying job” (Tra
vis). There were also a few destination-related exceptions: “Great Adven
ture Amusement Park” (Eddie) and other US cities like “Miami” (Roderick)
and “Los Angeles” (Benjamin).
How fluidly the boys were able to express their desires was indicative of
their social ease as fifth graders, which was mainly demonstrated by their
ability to regulate frustration in communication (e.g., no crying, attentive
body language, etc.). During earlier stages of childhood or grades in school,
children become easily flustered when adults pose questions, due to cogni
tive struggles that reflect a difficulty finding the words or language to express
their thoughts and feelings. These boys’ ease with language expression was
also exhibited by their ability to move comfortably between excitement and
earnest emotions, as well as to express both abstract and concrete desires in
life. Unsurprisingly for fifth graders, the boys’ responses also had a remark
ably truthful quality to them, a palpable trustworthiness in the words the
boys chose to narrate their desires. Taken together, the boys’ overall com
portment while relaying their desires reflected a greater clarity around their
sense of self.
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High School or University of Choice

The boys mostly brought up high schools or universities that they would
like to attend when asked the questions: what are your goals in life? What
do you want the most out of life? These responses from 10- and 11-year-old
boys were partly cultivated by their single-sex school—a component of its
mission to prepare low-income boys of color to be competitive applicants
for elite boarding and day schools in the northeastern US, as well as highly
selective public and parochial schools in New York City.
The boys’ responses were also influenced by their home lives. For example,
a noteworthy segment of boys in the fifth-grade cohort had older siblings
who had attended the same single-sex school, and went on to graduate from
these coveted institutions. Also worth noting is how the boys responded to
the question; what is the best thing that has ever happened to you? Several
of the boys mentioned the single-sex school that they were currently attend
ing. Shaun said, for instance, “[This school] saved me from my old elemen
tary school ... It was too easy, and I was starting to hate school.”
Boys named the following boarding schools as options for their secondary
education: Choate Rosemary Hall, Deerfield Academy, Groton, Hotchkiss,
the Lawrenceville School, Phillips Andover, Phillips Exeter Academy, and
St. Paul’s School. Day, parochial, and public schools mentioned included the
Browning School, Dalton, Horace Mann, the Riverdale Country School, the
Collegiate School for Boys, the Bronx High School for Science, and Stuyvesant High School.
Universities named by the boys were primarily Ivy League institutions,
with a few liberal arts, public, and private schools: Brown, Harvard, Princ
eton, University of Pennsylvania, and Yale, along with Amherst, Williams,
Stanford, Syracuse, Duke, University of Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and Georgetown University.
Across these various secondary and post-secondary institutions, the boys
discussed these goals and desires in similar ways to their professional and
career choices. Commensurate with their stage of child development, and
heightened problem-solving skills as fifth graders, the boys provided welldeveloped responses to the questions: what do you think will help you reach
these goals? And, what do you think might make it difficult to reach these
goals? In response to these questions, however, boys did not just mention
money or other family circumstances, but gave similar responses to Tyler,
who said, “not putting in the work to get good grades.”

Conclusion: Fostering Black Boys’ Aspirations at a
“Neoliberal” Single-Sex School
The goal of this chapter was to showcase boys’ school and life aspirations,
and explicate how the US neoliberal education agenda influenced boys’ aspi
rations within a distinct single-sex middle school for boys of color in New
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York City. Since its inception, the school has demonstrated notable suc
cess in educating Black and Latino boys who regularly negotiate the socio
economic conditions of urban poverty in America.
The traditional yet notable markers of success among the boys included
high grade point averages and standardized test scores, as well as the school’s
consistent record of helping boys gain admittance to the country’s most
selective boarding and day Schools, and public and parochial institutions.
This final section illustrates how such a single-sex learning environment for
boys of color achieved these results in a manner that influenced boys’ aspira
tions, and did so through school policies, practices, and traditions that were
both consistent and inconsistent with the neoliberal education agenda in
the US. To explore this school-society dynamic, boys were explicitly asked:
how would you describe your school? What do you like the most about
your school? And, what do you like the least about your school? Boys were
also asked to describe a “memorable moment” at their school. Other ques
tions explored boys’ favorite and least favorite classes, and here, too, they
shared memories for each type of class.

Consistencies with the US Neoliberal education Agenda
Foremost in demonstrating consistencies with the neoliberal education
agenda, the establishment of this single-sex school was greatly informed by
the new Annual Yearly Progress measure of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act 2001, which more clearly highlighted achievement disparities
among Black male students and their White counterparts. The school itself
was not only conceived as an intervention to ameliorate these academic out
comes, but also as a rigorous educational opportunity for Black boys where
high academic achievement was the norm. Eergus et al. (2014) indicated
how leaders of districts and schools, along with community organizations,
considered single-sex schools for low-income boys of color a promising
intervention to address both their negative academic trends, as well as their
social outcomes related to negative stereotypes, especially when compared
to the rampant failure among traditional urban public schools.
These facets of neoliberal education at this single-sex school compelled
the boys to aspire to be: “intellectually curious” (Benjamin), “be smart . . .
have a colossal brain” (Trevor), “study a lot... to understand difficult top
ics” (Eddie), and “get straight As on my report card” (Shaun). Furthermore,
it enabled them to resist negative race and gender stereotypes of US Black
males: “To care for people” (Nathan), “not be selfish” (Travis), “Doesn’t
get into many arguments . . . not letting stereotypes change me” (Shaun),
and be a “civilized hard-working man . . . That is very nice ... and inspires
people to do good” (Michael).
Such a single-sex school for Black and Latino boys suggests that some
schools of this type may live up to the promise anticipated by various school
constituencies, especially in urban school districts like New York City. From
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2001 to 2013, in light of the social costs associated with poverty, New York
City Mayor Michael Bloomberg partnered with business leaders and philan
thropists (e.g., Joel Klein and George Soros) to marshal unprecedented fiscal
resources to become a laboratory for exploring innovative and evidencebased initiatives and support services for Black and Latino boys both inside
and outside of school.

Inconsistencies unth the US Neoliberal Education Agenda
While neoliberal education forces in the US significantly contributed to
the establishment of this single-sex learning environment for boys of color,
school adults made a concerted effort to thwart these achievement-focused
forces and preserve their institutional mission, which was based on a belief
in the promise of Black boys beyond test scores or high school placements
and college acceptances. This institution desired to provide a better educa
tion for boys rooted in the principles of “brotherhood” (i.e., care for oth
ers), pride in “who they are,” and “giving back” to their neighborhood
communities. This commitment was more so expressed in the myriad ways
the school context was inconsistent, rather than consistent with the neolib
eral education agenda. At the root of the school’s inconsistencies lay its clear
opposition to neoliberalism. Its approach to educating boys of color from
lower socio-economic backgrounds was in stark contrast to the neoliberal
tenets of individualism, self-interest, and general lack of concern with the
collective public good. Travis said:
[Teachers and administrators] teach us that brotherhood is really impor
tant . . . We have to learn how to take care of each other—make sure
that we all develop our thinking skills and have successful lives . . And
then come back to our communities and try to make society better for
families that are poorer than others.
In the “human capital development” (Berliner and Biddle 1997) debate over
whether neoliberal education policies should prepare students for a global
economy and workforce, or stress democratic citizenship, this single-sex
school emphasized productive citizenship in a democratic society, whereby
the school strived to develop boys like Travis who prioritize developing their
minds over personal gain achieved through high grades, capital accumula
tion, or lucrative careers.
No Child Left Behind (2002) and the reauthorization of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (2001) brought a^et of “top-down” account
ability mandates for K-12 schools and teachers, with stiff consequences
for poor student performance. As stated previously in this chapter, these
market-based mandates included: (1) high-stakes standardized testing; (2)
“zero-tolerance” school discipline policies that “criminalized” subgroups of
students; (3) streamlined curricula largely absent of racial and ethnic diversity;
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and (4) limited community engagement. Furthermore, none of these man
dates included sufficient efforts to mitigate negative biases toward Black
boys that influence teacher practice. Here as well, the single-sex school
attended by these fifth-grade Black boys ran counter to these neoliberal
mandates. Along with school professionals in other urban districts, teachers
and administrators at this school considered the reform efforts too restric
tive, and doubted their empirical basis to improve boys’ achievement and
overall school engagement during childhood.
Speaking from boys’ perspectives on how these neoliberal mandates are
thwarted by their single-sex school, Roderick described the approach taken
by school adults to facilitate boys’ learning and assessment, and to align
these with boys’ professional or career aspirations to be a mathematician,
“own several businesses” (Nathan), and be a mechanical engineer:
My favorite class is math . . . We do a lot of problem sets in groups. It
gets us to work together to solve problems that are really hard . . . The
only way we’ll figure it out is if we work together, and use all of our
brains. Our teacher always asks us to explain our answers. That’s how
we show what we are learning . . . We only have one test at the end of
every marking period.
Nathan depicted a memorable moment at school related to misconduct, and
the aspiration to be a “good person:”
I got in trouble splashing water on other boys in the bathroom . . .
I guess Mr. Tate heard me and some other boys playing around, and he
came into the bathroom and caught us—He asked me if I was making
a good choice, and I looked at him and said “no.” He asked why I was
splashing water around, and he asked me what better choice could I be
making . . . My consequence was that I had to apologize to my “broth
ers,” and spend time after school cleaning up the mess I made.
At the school site, a code of conduct is signed by both the boy and his
parent/guardian. Boys’ misconduct is considered a learning opportunity,
whereby school discipline takes a restorative approach, and is therefore less
punitive. As demonstrated by Nathan’s situation, students are asked explicit
questions about their actions, and their perspectives are thoroughly consid
ered before determining a learning-based consequence.
Eddie relayed that the books he read in language arts class had a diverse
range of characters and topics. Related to boys’ aspiration of being “smart,”
he said:
In language arts we read a lot of books with different types of protago
nists ... This year, we read about a Latina who grew up in Mexico, and
emigrated to New York City, and had to leave her extended family . . .
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We also read The Iliad, and another book about a Black boy who lived
in Harlem, but moved to London for a college scholarship.
As illustrated by Eddie’s response, this school intentionally ensured that
there was notable racial, ethnic, and experiential diversity in the literature
that the boys read.
Lastly, and most importantly, Michael mentioned that teachers and
administrators at this single-sex school believed in his potential to be suc
cessful in school and life as a Black boy in the US, which is associated with
his aspiration to be a “civilized man”:
I’ve never been at a school before where the teachers and the principals
actually tell you that they care about you, and tell you that you can do
anything that you put your mind to. My teachers at my last school just
yelled at us all the time, not me, but the other kids . . . Here they tell
you to dream big, and you can be anything that you want, and don’t let
society bring you down.
To reiterate, this single-sex school for low-income boys of color was
especially concerned with “(re)imagining Black boyhood” (Dumas and
Nelson 2016), which entails helping US society and Black boys see them
selves outside of negative race and gender stereotypes, and thus whole
heartedly believe that there are limitless possibilities in their lives—a task
that school adults pursued by helping boys explore their school and life
aspirations.
Note
1 All names of participants are pseudonyms.
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